



FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994
OLD MEETING
HOUSE
Last year, Sandown overwhelmingly voted to financially
support some badly needed structural repairs to the
historical Old Meeting House.
Bob Pothier of "First Period Colonial" Restoration Company
was hired to do the work. Using his antique tools, Bob
replaced sills, repaired trim, etc. If a floor board or
clapboard was removed, it was numbered so that it was placed
back in exactly the same spot. Bob did such a good job that
the building still looks 222 years old in every aspect.




The Old Meeting Houss
Historical Association
Cover photo taken by
Mrs. Debbie Brown
Dedicated to two of Sandown '
s
True Blue Yankee New Englanders
Harold and Nellie Lovering
Harold, born in West Lebanon, N. H. on April 2, 1908, moved to
Sandown when he was 1 1/2 years old and lived on Sargent Road
with his grandparents and uncles.
Nellie who was born on July 26, 1915 in Bow, NH moved to Sandown
after high school.
Harold and Nellie were married 60 years ago and have lived at
74 Sargent Road for most of this time. They both worked at
part-time jobs in Sandown and Chester for many years. They have
both really enjoyed living in Sandown and are amazed at the changes
that have taken place over the years.
Harold worked as a carpenter and Nellie worked as a housekeeper
for several families in town. Picking apples and working in
large orchards for Clarence Drowne on North Road in Sandown was
very enjoyable to both Nellie and Harold. They have also enjoyed
growing vegetable gardens and canning vegetables for many years.
Harold has his own sharpening business and has been fixing things
and filing saws, axes, scissors, skates, etc. for 65 years.
Nellie's involvement in "Sixty Plus" and Harold's appearance on
"Crossroads of New Hampshire" have been their high spots in recent
years. Harold's story telling and Nellie's quiet listening have
won the couple many friends from all over the countryside. Taking
time to enjoy the flowers, the birds and all their pets have led
these two people through a quiet way of life with many true
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OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
SANDOWN. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03873
Incorporated 1756 Tel: (603)887-4870
1994 TOWN CLERK REPORT















MARRIAGE LICENSE FEES TO STATE:




ELECTION FILING FEES (TOWN 10 @ 1.00)









































TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SAJTOOWN YEAR ENDING 12/31/94
DR.
UNCOLLECTED TAXES


























TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61



















































$5,064,703.30 $ 403,734.57 $ 13,910.00
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61



































































I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE PRECEDING REPORTS AND AMOUNTS ARE CORRECT ACCORDING TO
MY BEST KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
EDWARD C. (SURVEY , TAX CODlECTOR
8.
TREASURER'S REPORT
BEGINNING BALANCE JANUARY 1, 1994









LAND USE TAX 1994
LAND USE TAX 1993
YIELD TAX 1994
YIELD TAX 1993
PROPERTY TAX INT. 1994
PROPERTY TAX INT. 1993
LAND USE TAX INTEREST 1993












VITAL STATISTICS TO STATE
BOAT FEES
FILING FEES












































































































































YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994
PRINCIPAL INCOHE
DATE NAME OF TRUST FUND




































STATEMENT OF APPROPRAITIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS: APPROPRIATION
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
4130 EXECUTIVE $40,522
4140 ELECTION & REGISTRATION $18,820
4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION $46,103
4153 LEGAL $20,000
4155 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION $56,062
4191 PLANNING & ZONING $11,436












HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
4311 HIGHWAY-ADMIN $5,200
4312 HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE $127,436















4520 PARKS & RECREATION $13,988
4550 LIBRARY $43,878
4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES $1,275




4711 PRIN. LONGTERM B.& N. $90,000
4721 INTEREST LONGTERM B. & N. $58,000
4723 INTEREST TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE $14,000
TOTAL $162,000.00
TOTAL OPERATING APPROPRIATIONS $1,081,813.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
WA#14 ROADS: $65,000.00
WA#15 FUEL TANK: $4,000.00
WA#17 BACKHOE $8,155.08
WA#18 BL GRANT: $67,083.68
WA#20 COMPUTER $12,480.00
WA#22 CAP RESER $10,000.00
WA#23 FIRE TRUC $129,000.00




INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
WA#12 VIC GEARY $700.00
WA#13 ELDERLY $1,200.00
WA#27 DWI PATRO: $1,273.00
WA#28 P. PATROL: $1,273.00
WA#31 PD GRANT $93,000.00
WA#32 PD REPAIR $2,785.00
TOTAL CAPITOL APPROPRIATIONS 1994: $423,079.76

















LAND USE CHANGE TAX
YIELD TAXES
INTEREST & PENALTIES ON TAXES
PERMITS
BUSINESS LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES
























3501 SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
3502 INTERESTS ON DEPOSITS
3509 OTHER
TOTAL
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3915 CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND













TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS
NET SCHOOL TAX ASSESSMENT
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL & COUNTY
DEDUCT TOTAL BUSINESS PROFITS TAX REIMBURSEMENTS
ADD WAR SERVICE CREDITS
ADD OVERLAY
TOTAL


























WIVES/WIDOWS OF VETERANS $1,400.00












4191 PLANNING 8 ZONING







































































CHANGE IN FUND BALANCE
LIABILITIES
















CASH ON HAND JANUARY 1, 1994
TEMPORARY LOAN
TOTAL TAXES COLLECTED AND REMITTED
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS
BUSINESS LICENSES AND PERMITS
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
RETURNED CHECKS & PENALTIES
TOWN HALL RENTAL




















4140 ELECTION & REGISTRATION 319,861.99
4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION S43,701.62
4153 LEGAL $17,949.57
4155 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION $63,876.18
4191 PLANNING BOARD $7,760.70










TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY $241,483.51
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
4311 HIGHWAY-ADMIN $6,804.47
4312 HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE $125,777.44
4316 STREET LIGHTING $4,058.21
TOTAL HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES $136,640.12
SANITATION
4321 ADMINISTRATION $3,706.16











4520 PARKS & RECREATION $8,525.82
4550 LIBRARY $42,645.00
4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES $1,016.00
TOTAL CULTURE & RECREATION $52,186.82
4619 CONSERVATION COMMISSION $175.00
Zl
DEBT SERVICE
4711 PRIN. LONGTERM B.& N. 390,000.00
4721 INTEREST LONGTERM B. & N. 357,909.08
4723 INTEREST TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE 314,165.48
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 3162,074.56
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 31,066,486.30
CAPITAL OUTLAY
WA#14 ROADS: 365,000.00
WA#15 FUEL TANK: 34,000.00
WA#17 BACKHOE 38,155.08
WA#18 BL GRANT: 367,083.68
WA#20 COMPUTER 311,710.49
WA#22 CAP RESER 310,000.00
WA#23 FIRE TRUC 3128,640.00
WA#24 MEETING H 320,000.00
WA#26 COPIER 32,400.00
WA#2 9 RADAR 31,7 3 0.00
WA#30 VESTS 33,000.00
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
WA#12 VIC GEARY $700.00
WA#13 ELDERLY $1,200.00
WA#27 DWI PATROL: $890.02
WA#28 P. PATROL: $1,083.05
WA#32 PD REPAIR $2,018.73
TOTAL CAPITOL OUTLAY & TRANSFERS OUT $327,611.05
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
4931 COUNTY TAX $218,889.00
4933 SCHOOL $3,751,399.71
4939 STATE $1,905.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS $3,972,193.71
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE PAYMENT $1,400,000.00
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN $226,910.05
PRIOR YEAR CHECKS CASHED $194.19
TOTAL PAYMENT FOR ALL PURPOSES $6,993,395.30
22.
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1994
BONDS OUTSTANDING PURPOSE AMOUNT
ROADS RECONSTRUCTION 819,125.
TOTAL $819,125.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
OUTSTANDING LONG TERM DEBT $819,125.00
DEBT RETIREMENT DURING FISCAL YEAR
LONG TERM NOTES PAID
ROAD RECONSTRUCTION $90,000.00
TOTAL DEBT RETIREMENT 90,000.00
OUTSTANDING LONG TERM DEBT $729,125.00
Z3
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION
TOWN HALL, LAND & BUILDINGS $279,900.00
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT $11,000.00
LIBRARY, LAND & BUILDING $202,400.00
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT $31,500.00
FIRE/POLICE, LAND AND BUILDING $237,000.00
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT $903,700.00
ANGLE POND FIRE STATION $31,600.00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, LAND AND BUILDINGS $162,500.00
EQUIPMENT $12,000.00





ALL LANDS & BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS $2,234,490.00













TOTAL 4150.1 BOOKKEEP $15,374.69
4150.2 AUDITOR: $600
PAYROLL $600.00








TOTAL 4150.3 ASSESSING $4,544.97






TAX BILL PRINT $691.28
TAX LEIN EXP $3,987.00
TEL $288.00
TOTAL 4150.4 TX COLL $21,681.96




TOTAL 4150.5 TREASURER $1,500.00






























































































































































































TOTAL 4220.0 FIRE $23,500.36
INSPECTIONS
4241.1 DRIVEWAY . $700
INSPECT $480.00
TOTAL 4241.1 DRIVEWAY $480.00







TOTAL 4241.2 BLD INS $10,077.25
4241.4 PLM INS: $2,200
INSPECTIONS $1,275.00
TOTAL 4241.4 PLM INS $1,275.00





TOTAL 4241.5 ELEC INS $2,913.41
4241.6 MIS INS: $1,500
INSPECTIONS $895.00
SUPPLIES $82.00
TOTAL 4241.6 MIS INS $977.00
4242.1 SEPTIC: $3,000
INSPECTION $3,070.00
TOTAL 4242.1 SEPTIC $3,070.00
T0TAL INSPECTIONS $18,792.66





























4316.0 ST LGHTS: $3,900
ELEC
TOTAL 4316.0 ST LGHTS





















































































TOTAL 4414.0 A.CONTRO $9,038.49

















































































4723.0 TAN NOTE: $14,000
INTEREST













































The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of SANDOWN
[l.s.1 Cotmty of ROCKINGHAM
in Town Affairs:
in the
in suid State, qualified to vote
You are her-rby notified to meet at SANDOWN TOWN HALL lo
said SANDOWN on Tuesday, the FOURTEENTH day of
March, next at TEN of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. TO CHOOSE ALL NECESSARY TOWN OFFICERS FOR THE ENSUING YEAR.
NOTICE: THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES TO BE VOTED ON AT ADJOURNED MEETING,
SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 1995.
ARTICLE 2. TO RAISE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO DEFRAY
TOWN CHARGES FOR THE ENSUING YEAR AND MAKE APPROPRIATION OF. THE SAME.
ARTICLE 3. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN TO ACCEPT, ON BEHALF OF THE TOWN, GIFTS, LEGACIES, AND DEVISES
MADE TO THE TOWN IN TRUST FOR ANY PUBLIC PURPOSE, AS PERMITTED BY RSA 31:19
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at time
and place and for the purpose within mentioned, by posting up an attested copy of the within
Warrant at the place of meeting within named, and a like attested copy at SANDOWN TOWN HALL &
SANDOWN POST OFFICE being a public place in said Town, on the TWENTY-FIRST





M.^RCH MEETING Brown k Siltmanh, Inc.. Concord. N. H. £-5i5i:-soo-;;, 12
34.
4. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $600 FOR THE VIC GEARY CENTER IN PLAISTOW TO PROVIDE SOCIAL
SERVICES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
5. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $1,200 FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECREATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITIES FOR THE ELDERLY CITIZENS OF SANDOWN (Recommended
by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
6. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $61,000 TO PAY FOR LEGAL FEES AND COURT DECISION COSTS
INCURRED FROM THE SECOND PHASE OF THE SANDOWN HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (S.H.I. P.) (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
7. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $80,000 TO BE USED FOR THE PURCHASE OF A NEW RESCUE/
AMBULANCE VEHICLE. TEN THOUSAND ($10,000) OF THE SUM TO BE
TAKEN FROM THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND BEGUN FOR THIS PURPOSE.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget
Committee)
8. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $10,000 TO BE ADDED TO THE CAPITAL RESERVE ACCOUNT
DESIGNATED FOR THE PURCHASE OF A NEW RESCUE /AMBULANCE VEHICLE.
THIS WARRANT ARTICLE TO BE CONSIDERED SHOULD WARRANT ARTICLE
#7 FAIL. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Not Recommended
by Budget Committee)
9. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $2,500 TO DEFRAY THE COSTS OF MILEAGE AND MAINTENANCE
EXPENSES FOR THE CHIEF OF THE SANDOWN FIRE DEPT . (Recommended
by Board of Selectmen) (Not Recommended by Budget Committee)
10. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $105,000 TO BE USED OVER THE NEXT THREE (3) YEARS FOR THE
PURPOSE OF HIRING, TRAINING AND EMPLOYING A FULL-TIME POLICE
OFFICER. THIS AMOUNT WILL BE OFFSET BY A GRANT OF $74,300
WHICH HAS BEEN AWARDED TO THE SANDOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT. THIS
IS A NON-LAPSING WARRANT ARTICLE. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
11. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $540.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING A PORTABLE RADIO WITH
BATTERY AND CHARGER FOR THE SANDOWN POLICE DEPT. (Recommended
by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
12. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $4,790.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING A MITA DC-1755 COPY
MACHINE FOR THE SANDOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT. THIS COST INCLUDES
AN ADF-6 AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT FEEDER. A DOUBLE TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
OF $1,000.00 WILL BE GIVEN ON THE PRESENT COPY MACHINE (DC152Z)
USED BY THE POLICE DEPARTMENT BRINGING THE COST TO $3,790.00.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget
Committee)
35.
13. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $1,335.60 FOR THE PURPOSE OF A D.W.I. PATROL CONTINGENT UPON
RECEIVING 100% FUNDING FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE HIGHWAY
SAFETY AGENCY. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
14. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $1,335.60 FOR THE PURPOSE OF A SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT PATROL
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIVING 100% FUNDING FROM THE STATE OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE HIGHWAY SAFETY AGENCY. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
15. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF TEN THOUSAND ($10,000) DOLLARS TO BE PLACED IN THE CAPITAL
RESERVE ACCOUNT FOR THE PURPOSE OF REMODELING AND EXPANSION OF
THE POLICE PORTION OF THE SAFETY COMPLEX. (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen) (Not Recommended by Budget Committee)
16. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $400 TO OFFSET THE COSTS OF ADVERTISING AND PREPARATION OF •
OLD HOME WEEKEND FESTIVITIES. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
17. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH DAVE WHITE AND SONS CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY TO RECONSTRUCT MILLER FIELD AT NO COST TO THE TOWN
PROVIDING THAT ALL STATE AND TOWN EXCAVATING AND ZONING
REGULATIONS ARE MET. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
18. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $35,000 FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE THIRD BALL FIELD AND $12,000
FOR THE MAINTENANCE, REFURBISHING AND SAFETY FENCING FOR THE
LOWER FIELD AND MAINTENANCE TO THE UPPER FIELD. (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen) (Not Recommended by Budget Committee)
19. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $30,000 TO PURCHASE AND EQUIP A ONE-TON DUMP TRUCK FOR THE
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. COST OF THE NEW VEHICLE TO BE OFFSET BY
THE AMOUNT OBTAINED FROM THE SALE OF THE OLD VEHICLE THROUGH
THE SEALED BID PROCESS. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
20. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $35,000 TO BE USED TOWARD THE REBUILDING AND PAVING OF
PHILLIPS ROAD AND TO BEGIN REBUILDING TENNEY ROAD. (Recommended
by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
21. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT AND APPROPRIATE BLOCK
GRANT REVENUES IN THE AMOUNT OF $71,149.42 AS SUPPLIED BY THE
STATE FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS TO BE RECOMMENDED BY THE
SANDOWN HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
22. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $4,568 FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS OF
TOWN ROADS. SUCH FUNDS TO COME FROM THE OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENT
FEES FROM VARIOUS DEVELOPMENTS. TAX IMPACT = $0.00
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget
Commit tee)
36.
23. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $3,382 WHICH REPRESENTS THE 1995 DUES FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE
ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
24. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $4,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF REPAIRING /REPLACING A FAILED SEPTIC
SYSTEM(S) FOR A SANDOWN RESIDENT(S). THIS SUM TO BE DEPOSITED
INTO A NON-LAPSING ACCOUNT FOR A PERIOD OF NO MORE THAN FIVE
YEARS FROM THE END OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1995. EXPENDITURES OF
ANY FUNDS WILL REQUIRE A LIEN TO BE APPLIED TO THE PROPERTY.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Not Recommended by
Budget Committee)
25. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $2,000 FOR THE PURCHASE OF A CD ROM MULTI-MEDIA COMPUTER,
PRINTER, MONITOR, CABLES AND ON-SITE WARRANTY FOR THE PURPOSE
OF UTILIZATION BY THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT, FIRE
DEPARTMENT AND RESCUE SQUAD. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
26. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $1,370 TO PURCHASE A GPS RECEIVING SYSTEM TO ALLOW ACCURATE
LOCATIONS OF TOWN BOUNDARY MARKERS AND TO AID IN TOWN MAPPING.
THE SUM WOULD BE OBTAINED FROM THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
ESTABLISHED TO SURVEY TOWN BOUNDS WITH THE REMAINDER OF THE
FUNDS TO BE USED TO OFFSET TAXES. TAX IMPACT IS 0. (Recommended
by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
27. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH THE POSITION OF TOWN
CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR AS A FULL-TIME SALARIED POSITION EFFECTIVE
JANUARY 1, 1996. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
28. TO SEE IF THE TOWN OF SANDOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT THE GIFT OF
WATERFRONT BEACH PROPERTY ON PILLSBURY ROAD, LOT 21-1, MAP 25,
TOWN OF SANDOWN, FOR RECREATIONAL USE (AS THE TOWN DETERMINES)
BY RESIDENTS OF SANDOWN. THIS PROPERTY WOULD BE CONVEYED SUBJECT
TO THE CONDITION THAT IT BE USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR RECREATIONAL
PURPOSES. IF THE PROPERTY IS USED FOR OTHER THAN RECREATIONAL
PURPOSES, IT SHALL REVERT TO THE GRANTOR OR HER HEIRS OR ASSIGNS.
(By Petition)
29. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE (PURSUANT TO RSA 154:1) TO MAINTAIN
THE FORM OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION WHICH WAS VOTED BY
THE TOWN PER WARRANT ARTICLE //24 AT THE MARCH 1984 TOWN MEETING.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
37
Q 1 . filE YOU IN FfiVOR OF TIC flDCPTICN OF 1}£ ZDNING OlffllNflNCE
AS PROPQSO BY M PUVMING BOAR)?
»efl) flRTICLE II, PART D, SECTION 1, PflRflGIWH 6
TO REflD fiS FOIDHS!
•minn DHELilNB UNITS PER flCRL TIC ESIDEMTIfl.
DENSITY WITHIN TIC AREA BEING DEVELOPED SHALL NOT UCEB
TVn (2) PER ACRE, AS KASURED ON OfE SIDE OF A ROAD OR
STEET. IF STRlCTUie GREATER THAN DIRHB ARE
PRCPOSQ, Tie TIC ACREAGE REOUIREMENT SHALL BE INCREASED
PROPORTIONATELY. (I.E. TRIRIX PER 1.5 fCRE; QUflDPLEX
PER m ACiCS).
ARE YOU IN FAVOR (F TIC ADOPTION OF TIC ZONING ORDINANCE
AS PROPOSED BY TIC RJWilNG BOARD?
ffl©fl) TIC INTTOKITORY PARAGRAPH CF ARTICLE 11, PART D,
SECTION 1, PflRAGRffW H TO REflD AS FOLLOWS:
"FRONTflffi/SETBOS. CLUSTER DEVELDP«ENT SHHl NOT BE
REBUIRED TO CfflfDR« TO TTC KINIIW FRfflfTAK AM) LOT SIZES
RESJIie ELSEUHEIC IN TIC SmXMi ZONING ORDINANCE, BtJT
SHALL BE DE5IE»e UITH A KINIIU FRMAGE OF IM FEET,
AND SHALL K SO OESiaO AND CtMSTRUCTO AS TO ACHIEVE
m. PURPOSS OF CLUSTER DEVELOWENT SEET FORTH IN THESE
REaJLATI[»e. LESSER FRONTAK NAYBE GRtflTED ON A CUL-
DE-SAC STREET. BUILDIf« SETBACKS SHALL BE THE SAffi AS
TltSE IN flRTICLE III, PART A, SCTICW 1.'
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF TIC ADOPTION OF TIC ZONIffi ORDINANCE
AS PRtPOSED BY TIC PLOWING BOARD?
flieiD ARTICLE II, PART D, SECTIIN 1, PARASm) Q, SUB-
SECTION 6, A. TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
ALL CdLECTDR RffifflS m SERVICE ROADS S«LL K BUILT
TO THE TOWN SUBDIVISICM REGUIRE)eTS FOR fCU PUBLIC
ROADS.'
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF THE ADOPTION (F TIC ZONING ORDINANCE
AS PROPOSED BY TIC PLANNING BOARD?
DELETE ARTICLE II, PART D, SECTION 1, PARAGRtf^ Q, SLIB-
SECTION 6, SUB-PflRflGRAPHS B. M C.
38
}2. K?E rOl) IN FflVOfi OF THE ftDOPTIfflJ OF THE ZONINS ORDINffl«£ ftS
PROPOSED PY THE PUfNNlhffi BOfiRD? REBllATIONS;
ARTICLE ni
ftuthority aw) Purpose
Tne unplanned grwth experierced by the totm has resulted in
circuKtances requiring imediate attention arid therefor,
pursuant to RSfl 674:23, the Tohti of Sandown hereby enacts
Interia Growth Ranageoent Regulatiorrs for the period of one
year froa Khen this Ordinance is enacted, or until aderaate
reasures are iristituted which address the circuostances,
tnichever cooes first. The pijrposes of this ftrticle are:
A. To insure tnat the rate of growth of the Tovffi experiericed
in the coisinc years does not unreasonably interfere with
the Towi's capacity for planned, orderly expansion of
its services. v.< accomodate such growth.
Persits for nonresidential wmstruction, or penits for
the expansion, alteration or replaceaent of existing
dwelling units shall be exeipt froi the provisions of
this article, provided said construction does not result
in additional dwelling units.
The BaxiEun nuaber of building persits issued for the
construction of new dwelling units shall be linited
to thirty six (36) for the period in which the Interiu
Growth HanageKnt Regulations are in effect.
fi separate building penait shall be required ^'or
each dwelling unit proposed for construction.
Peraits for dielling construction shall be granted
according to the following schedule:
To provide tiae for the Tcwi to update the faster Plan,
update the Capital laproveaent Prograa and develop a




PUBLIC CAPITAL FACILITIES IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE
ARTICLE II PART E
12/30/94
i3. Section I: flathority
Authority for this ordinance is established pursuant to New Haapshire RSfl's
674:16, 674:17 and 674:21.
Section 11; Intent and Purpose
This ordinance is intended to:
A. lepleient and be consistent aith the Totm of Sandown's Haster Plan and
Capital !iorove»ents Proaraj, herein referred to as 'CIP'.
B. Allocate a fair and equitable share of the cost of public facilities to
nex developient ; and
C. Require neii developient to contribute its proportionate share of funds
riecessar^' to accomodate its iipact on public facilities having a rational
nexus to the proposed developnnt, and for iliich the need is attributable to
the proposed developsjent.
Section III: Findings
The Totm of Sandom Tom Keeting finds, detersines and declares that:
A. The Twn of Sandown is responsible for and conitted to the provision of
public fa:ilities and services at levels necessary to support residential and
non-residential gro»rth and developsent.
6. Such facilities are described in the CIP xhich has been regularly
updated pursuant to Net* Haipshire RSA 674:5,
C. The rapid rate of gnxrth experienced by the Toim in recent years, as Mell
as projected growth rates, Nould necessitate an excessive expenditure of
publii; funds in order to laintain adequate facility standards.
D. Each of the types of land developient described in Section VII hereof,
Kill create a need for construction, equipping or expansion of public capital
facilities.
E. The iiposition of iipact fees is one of the preferred lethods of ensuring
that public expenditures are not excessive, and that developient bears a
proportionate share of the cost of public capital facilities necessary to
accoasodate such development. This lust be done in order to prooote and to
protect the public health, safety and ttelfare.
F. The fees established by Section VII are derived froi, are based upon, and
do not exceed the costs of:
(1) Providing additional public capital facilities
necessitated by new land developaents for Hhicft the fees are
levied; or
(2) Coopensating the Totm of Sandotm for expenditures lade
for existing public facilities nhidi nere constructed in
anticipation of neit growth ard developnnt.
6. The Planning Board shall set forth a reasonable lethodology and analysis
for the determination of the iipact of new developient on the need for and
costs of public capital facilities in the Totm of Sandotm and shall subiit
its recoaendations to the Budget Comittee for consideration as part of the
annual budget pursuant to Nei Haipshire RSA 674:3 and the CIP.
Section IV: ftpolicabilitv and Rules of Construction.
A. Tliis ordinarce shall be unifonly applicable to all re« developient t^ich
occurs nithin the corporate boundaries of the Toim of Sandnm.
B. The provisions of this ordinance shall be liberally construed so as to
effectively carry out its purpose in the interest of public health, safety
and welfare.
C. For the purposes of adiinistration and enfurceient of this Oi-dinarce,
unless otherwise stated in this ordinance, the following roles of
construction shall apply to the test of this ordinance:
(11 In the case of any difference of leaning or iiplication
betNeen the text of this ordinance and any caption,
illustration, suaary table or illustrative table, the text
shall control.
The word 'shall' is always landatory and not
discretionaryj the word 'lay' is penissive.
(3) The word 'person' includes an individual, a corporation,
a partnership, an unincorporated assxiation, or any other
siiilar entity.
Section V: Definitions
fl. R 'feepayer' is a person applying for a building penit, or penit for
Mbile hoK installation for new developEnt.
B. 'Public Capital Facilities' include assets, facilities, and equipKnt
which are owned and operated by the Town of Sandown or cooperatively nith
other winicipalities in cooperation with the Tiiberlane School District
costing lore than t5,eM and considered beyord the scope of noraal annual
operating expenses as set forth in the CIP^ such as, but not linited to:
vehicles, land acquisition for public purposes, bdldings, equipient and
lachinery with a useful life of greater than five C) years, lajor building
or facility renovations and repairs, road renovations whidi result in
long-ten iiproveient in road capacity or conditions and special studies such
as Master Plans,
C. 'Public Capital Facilities' do not include costs associated with
operation, laintenanee, repair of such facilities, or with facility
replaceients which do not increase the capacity or level of service unless
the cost of such increase exceeds $5,W8 individually or aggregately.
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D. *Nn SevelofBEnt' includes;
(1) Ihe creation of a new dtielling unit or the addition of
bc-drcc3s to an exiijiinj duelling unit.
(2) The conversion of an existing non-residential use to a
residential ttse or the conversion of a residence froa not
suitable for yeaM-ounl habitation to year-round habitation.
£. 'Neo develofaent' does not include:
(1) The reconstruction of a structure that has been
destroyed either intentionally or by fire or natural
disaster, provided there is no change in the size art!
density of the structure;
(2) The replacement of a nbile hose; and
(3) The construction of an non-coieercial or non-irduslrial
accessory structure Hhicti would not increase the deaand for
facilities by the prixipal structure.
,
f,
"Dwlling Ifnit" is any roo« or collection of «y k forsirg a habitable
unit for one or sore persons with its onn cooking and rood storage equipienl
ard its owi bathing and toilet facilities and its own living, sleeping and
eating areas nhoUy hi thin such rocis or collection of roo»s.
B. "BedrooB" lay lean any rocs other than a kitchen, bathrooa, living or
ssall utility roos. In the review of the floor plans, the Building
Inspector/Code Enforcesent Officer Mhen appropriate lay ilee« floor space
shorn OTr a plari as corrstituting a nuntier of bedrooos which could be
reasonably built in that space as opposed to the nuiiber showri, The Building
Irfipector/Code Enforcpwnt Officer oay designate a rooa not to be a bedroos
if U is clear that its use as a bedrooc is unlikely in vie« of the layout
and overall chararter of the planned residential structure.
In no event shall the maber of bedroois be nre than the nuaber of bedroons
approved by the New Hanpshire Departient of Environeental Services, feter
Supply and Pollution Control Division, sub-surface disposal construction
design.
Section VI ! Iiposition of Public Facilities Upact Fee
fl. ftny person tt\a, after the effective date of this Ordinance, seeks to
undertake new developsent Hithin the Toon of Sandown, Nett Kaapshire, by
applying for a building penit or perait for lobile hon installation, is
hereby required to pay a public capital facilities iipact fee in the lanner
anl anount set forth in Section VII of this Ordinance.
B. No neH building pertiit or new peniit for while hose installation for any
activity requiring payment of an iupact fee pursuant to Section VII of this
Ordinance shall be issued unless and until the public capital facilities
iispact fee hereby required has been deteroined.
C. In the event of conversion of a rion-i-esidential properties (not suitable
for yearrcund habitation, caKreial, industrial) to residential use, iupact
fess for a new (Joel ling shall be isposed, per this jEclion, upon issuance of
a buildino nt?r:.ut.
Section VII; Cowutation of Iipact Fees;
A. Fees for MMCIPfl. public facilities iipact shall be based upon eadi
dialling unit and the first bedrooa of each unit.
B. Fees for SCHOOL facilities i^iact shall be based upon the nuaber of
excess badrooas (over one) in each dwlling unit. This fee shall also apply
to bedrooE added to an existing dNelling,
C The asount of the fee charged shall be calculated and reviexed annually
by the Planning Board and adjusted as deeied recessary. ftny change in the
fee schedule shall be submitted to Tom Keeting as a Uarrant Rrticle for
acceptance.
D. The fee calculation ^all be based upon:
(1) Anticipated expenditures for iiprov: lants to Public
Capital Facilities under Section III for the future fiscal
year(s), not to exceed ten years. Such anticipated
expenditures to be reasonable and prudent.
(2) Projected increase of duellings and excess bedrooK
subject to sich fees, as in paragraphs ft, B and C of this
section for the next fiscal yearts), not to exceed ten
years. Such projections to be reasonable and pruderit.
(3) A logical latheiatical correlation (such as siiple
division and aiortization) of these above factors shall be
used to detemine the specific fees to be charged.
(4) The fonula and fee structure is listed in Section KVII.
(5) Fee calculation for additional bedroois shall be an
accuiulation of posits issued for additional bedroois over
the preceeding sixty 168) lonths.
(S) Developient; dedicated to elderly housing or retirecent
housing, liiere there wuld be no children in residence lay
be exeipt fnn school iipact fees.
E, Road iipact fee(sl paid during subdivision approval shall not be
duplicated.
Section VIII; Pavient of Fee
fl. The feepayer shall pay the iipact fee required by this Ordinance to the
Tom of Sandom prior to or upon issuance of a building penit or penit to
install a lobile hoce or provide a letter of credit, issued in accordance
Mith Appendix 6 of the Sandom Subdivision Regulations, payable upon issuance
of an occupancy penit.
B. If said fee shall be paid by check, the check shall rot include any other
paynenls or fees. It shall pertain only to the itpGct fees. Fees shall be
adainistered as requii-ed in Section X.
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Section IX: Appeals
Any aggrieved party uy appeal any decision under this ordinance in the sane
lanfer provided by statue for appeals fros the office or board lakinj that
decision, as set forth in RSfl 676:5, RSfl 677:2-14, op RSfl 677:15,
respectively.
Section 1; fldiinistration of Funds Collected
ft. All funds collected ^all be pro9erly identified and dated and pratptly
deposited in the appropriate I^uct Tee Account as detenined in Section XI
of this Ordinance and used solely for the purposes specified in Section XII,
B. The lipact Fee Account shall be a special revenue fund account and under
no ciroiistanees Nill iipact fee revenues accrue to the general fund.
C. Iipact fees shall be accounted for separately, shall be segregated froa
the lunicipality's general fund, lay be spent upon order of the lunicipal
governing body, shall be exeipt froi all provisions of RSfl 32 relative to
liiitation and expenditures of tcMi Boneys, and shall be used for any purpose
aIloi<ed under Section XII.
Section XI; Custody and Haintenance of Fund Accounts
fl. There are hereby established three (3) lepact Fee Accounts for Nunicipal
' and School iepact fees respectively. These shall be non-lapsing
interest bearing accounts tihich shall not be coningled xith other Tom
funds. The Treasurer shall have custody of all accounts and shall pay out
saie on'y upon approval by the Sandowi Board of SelectKi^
B. Funds collected for Municipal and School iipact shall be
clearly identified and deposited in their respective accounts. Transfers of
funos betKi^en these three lajor accounts shall not be allotted, except to
correct paywnt or deposit errors.
C. At the erd of each fiscal year, the Treasurer shall lake a report giving
particular account of all iipact fee transactions during the year. Said
report shall be published as part of the Treasurer's lieport iii the Annual
Totm Report.
^. Funds NithdraHn frta the iipact fee account lust be used in accordance
Hith the provisions of Section XII of this Ordinance.
Section XII; Use of Funds
Ai Funds Nithdrami far the Iipact Fee Account shall be used solely for the
purpose of acquiring, designirq, constructing, equipping or laking
iiproveaents to capital facilities omed and operated by the lunicipality, or
in conjunction xith the Tiiberlane School District, including and liiited to
Mater treatient and distribution facilities; xastetiater treatient and
disposal facilities; sanitary seisrs, stom nater, drainage and flood control
facilities; public road systeis and rights-of-t4ay; mnicipal office
facilities; public school facilities; public safety facilities; solid naste
collection, transfer, recycling, processing and disposal facilities; public
library facilities; public recreational facilities not including open space.
B. In the event that borrfs or siiilar debt instnnents have been
issued for
facilities liiich itere ccii tructed in anticipation of current grotrth, or are
issued for advarced provision of capital facilities for Hhich public capital
facilities iipact fees lay be expended, iipact fees lay be used to pay debt
service on such bowls or siiilar debt instruments to the extent that the
facilities provided are of the type described in Paragrafti A above.
C FuMJs lay be used to provide refunds as described in Section XIII.
D. FunJs shall be ^counted for on a first-in first-out basis.
Section IIIl; Refund of Fees Paid
The cu'Tent ottner of property on nhich a public capital facilities iipact fee
has beiD paid lay apply for a full or partial refund of such fees plus
accrue." interest calculatcJ at the actual rate of interest earned on said
funds.
The refurd shall ba owed (S'^n the Tmm has failed, nithin a period of six 16)
years fro« either payient of such fee or the last installient payient, to
expeKl or encuiber such fees on public capital facilities intended to
benefit
the developnent nhich paid the fees. In event that a refund is due, the
Plann.ng Board shall notify the OHner of record.
Section XIV; Credits
A. Land and/or pub.ic capital facilities iiproveients lay be offered
by the
feepayer as total or partial paywit of the required iipact fee. The offer
Bust request or provide for an iipact fee credit.
B. Credit for the dedication of land shall be based upon the ad
vellonn
assessed valuatioru
C. Credit for the dedication of land shall be provided nhen the
property has
been con.'eyed at no charge to, and accepted by, the Totm in a lanrcr
satisfactory to the Board of Selectien,
D. Applicants for credit for construction of lunicipal or sdiool
facilities
iiprove«nts shall subait acceptable engineering draiings and specifications
ard construction cost estimates to the Board of Selectien andVor the
Tiiberlaie School Board, The Board of Selectien and/or the Tiiberlane
School
Board shall detertiine credit for construction based upon either these
cost
Bstiiates or upon alternative engireering criteria and construction
costs
estiMtes if the Board of SelectMi and/or the Tiiberlane Sdwol Board
deteriiiBs that such estiiates subiitted by the applicant are either
unreliable or inaccurate.
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The Board of Selectasn and/or the Tiiberlare Schxl Board shall provide that
applicant nith a letter or certificate setting forth the dollar asourt of the
credit, the iipact fee co»poifint(s) to rfiidi the credit Kill apply, the
reason for the credit, and the legal description of other adequate
description of the project or developBent to nhich the credit lay be applied.
The applicant lust sign and date a duplicate copy of such letter or
certificate indicating his agreeient to the terns of the letter or
certificate ard return sxh sigred docueent to the BoanJ of Selectaen and/or
the liiberlane School Board before credit Kill be given. The failure of the
applicant to sign, date and return such dociaent nithin sixty (G8) days shall
nullify the credit.
E. Except as provided in Paragraph D above, credit against facility iipact
fees othenfise due Dill not be provided until:
(1) The construction is coapleted and accepted by the Board
of Selectien on behalf of the Town, or the TiBberlare School
District, nhidiever is applicable.
(2, A suitable laintenance ar<l itarranty bond is received by
the Board of Selectien and/or the Tiiberlane School Board,
Wien applicable, fl suitable date for coepletion of
construction lust be agreed to, in uriting, by the applicant
and Board of Selectien and/or the liiberlane School Board at
the tiie of issuance of the bond. (It the end of the agreed
period, if construction has not been coipleted, the Board of
Selectien and/or the Tiaberlane School Board lay call the
bond or extend the tiie for construction, but not beyond the
expiration of tiie for holding iipact fees a set forth in
Section XIII. (ft the expiration of that tiie, the Board of
Selectien and/or the Tiiberlane School Board shall call the
bond arid order funds expended in sufficient anount to
satisfactorily coiplete the bonded construction before
returning any excess funds to the applicant.
F. liny daii for credit lust be lade no later than the tiie of application
for occupancy or building penit or penit for lobile hooe installation.
G. Credits shall not be transferrable froa one project or developient to
another ttithout the approval of the Board of Selectien and/or the Tiiberlane
School Board.
H. Credits shall not be transferrable betieen the school facilities iipact
fee portion of the iipact fee account or the iimicipal capital facilities
account.
I. Beteninations lade by the Board of SelertKn and/or the Tjiberlars
School Board pursuant to the credit provisions of the section lay be appealed
pursuant to the procedures contained in Section IX of this Ordinance.
Section XVi ftdditlcr^: flssessaents
Paywnt of public facilities iipact fee does not restrict the Town or
Planning Board in requiring other payients frcn the feepayer, ircluding such
paywnts relating to other infrastructure and facility needs not othemise
included in the public facilities iipact fee.
Section XVIi Preaature and Scattered DevelotiBent
Nothing In this Ordinance shall be construed so as to liiit the existing
authority of the Planning Board to provide agairet developKnt Mhich is
scattered or preuture, requires excessive expenditure of public funds or
otherwise violates the Totin of Sandom Site Plan lieviex Regulations,
Subdivision Regulations or Zoning Ordinance.
Section IVIl! COPUTflTION OF mm FEES
SCHOOL DWICTFEE-
School Iipact Fee is based on the folloMing fonula:
Historical Kan cost/student of regular education
classroois built or coipetitively bid t S,B2S
Individual dKelling unit assessment is based upon Rutgers statistical study
of student factors ihich quantify the nuiber of students per dwelling unit
by nuiber of bedroocs in the dwelling.
NO. BEDROOMS lEW DUEIIING
l£M BEDROCK - EIISTING*
Student factor
District Iipact
SandoNTi Iipact Fee at
m
3! SI
Ist 2nd 3rd 4th
e.2« 8.793 1.479 2.852
t 2,143 $6,934 $12,965 S18,898
S m $1,338 $2,593 $3,619
For additions to existing dwelling units, the factor will be the difference
between the total nuiber of bedrjois after addition construction, and the
nuiber of bedrooos prior to constructing the addition.
2. Town Facility Iipact Fee is based on the foUoMing:
Capital IiproYCKnts Plan estiiated for 1995-199S )im,m
Estiiated likely iiprovnents « $2S,8e8/year $188,888
Divided by estiiated 58 ne* duelling units/year - $588/dieUing unit
3. Town Road Iipact Fee is based on the following:
Analysis cf 11 roads on Wiicb developient occurred
ov»r the past U years Range $992-1357 per
Dwelling Unit
ftvcage = $1154 per
Dwelling Unit
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30. TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME
BEFORE THIS MEETING.
Given under our hands and seal, this Twenty-first day of February, in the year








A true copy of Warrant
—
Attest:
"Vw'il'liani 'ft'. ^'Crufa",''^Jr". '," 'Ch^^fihan







STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF SANDOWN N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 19 9 5 to December 31 , 19 9 5 or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
IMPORTANT: Please read ttie new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public
hearing must be held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
Budgei^mnaitte^ (Please sign in ink) DatB <^ ^^ /-^Tinsi t e:









P.O. Box 1756 • Sandown, NH 03873
Telephone (603) 887-3646
The Board of Selectmen would like to, once again, thank
the employees and volunteers that continue to give their
time and efforts on behalf of the town. Without these
people, this town could not run smoothly.
The Board would also like to thank Mr. Steve Brown, Mr.
John Duffy and Selectman Paul Bertoncini for the work
that they have put into developing a draft of employee
policies and procedures. This has been a major under-
taking and these gentlemen deserve our thanks for their
work
.
Finally, a yearly appeal for help. We have several
committees that are in need of personnel. If you are
interested in serving on any committee, please contact








The Planning Board has had a busy year. The Board had no
major subdivisions submitted, it has worked on a number of
smaller subdivisions and lot line adjustment plans. Some of
the subdivisions involved road construction and have
required improvements to existing town roads. The Board has
tried to work closely with the town engineer and the road
agent on projects of this type. A proposed site plan for
the addition to the Post Office was reviewed and approved.
In addition to our regular monthly meetings the Board has
held a number of special meetings regarding zoning changes.
I thank all the members that have given their time above and
beyond our normal schedule.
A new state law was passed allowing towns to collect Impact
Fees for schools in a Regional District. The Board has
presented a new Fee Ordinance for voter consideration.
The voters will also be asked to consider an Interim Growth
Control Ordinance. This proposed ordinance has required
several meetings and a great deal of give and take on behalf
of the Board.
We have proposed amendments to the Cluster Regulations that
we feel will improve the ordinance.
1995 has started out with a number of submissions to the
Board and it appears we will have another busy year.
fidlly submit
;s M. Lav&lAe , Chairman
For the Board:
Edward Mencis, Vice-Chairman Annette Titorenko, Secretary
Vicki Wilson Donald Parent Donald Picard
Lee Wilmot
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SANDOWN ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
THE ZBA IS A QUASI-JUDICIAL BOARD THAT THAT IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR HEARING APPEALS AND RENDERING DECISIONS ON THE TOWN'S LAND
USE ORDINANCES . THERE ARE THREE CATEGORIES OF CASES THAT THE BOARD
IS AUTHORIZED TO HEAR:
1. APPEALS OF ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
2. APPROVAL OF SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
3. GRANTING VARIANCES
IN 1994, THE BOARD HEARD A TOTAL OF SIXTEEN CASES EVENLY
DIVIDED BETWEEN VARIANCES & SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS . MANY OF THE CASES
HEARD DURING THE YEAR REPRESENTED A CONTINUATION OF THE TREND
TOWARD REQUESTS FOR HOME BUSINESSES & THE CONVERSION OF SEASONAL
PROPERTIES TO YEAR ROUND USE.
LAST YEAR ALSO SAW CHANGES IN THE MAKEUP OF THE BOARD. TWO
NEW MEMBERS , STEVE CLIFTON & JEFF MORGAN , JOINED THE BOARD EARLY IN
THE YEAR. THE BOARD ALSO SAID GOODBYE TO ITS CHAIRMAN, JOHN
PAOLINI,DUE TO INCREASED RESPOSIBILITIES IN HIS JOB. JOHN'S
EXPERIENCE AND DEDICATION WILL BE MISSED. THE BOARD WOULD LIKE TO
EXTEND ITS SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR JOHN'S LEADERSHIP ROLE DURING
HIS TENURE ON THE BOARD.
I WOULD BE REMISS IF I DID NOT MAKE NOTE OF THE OUTSTANDING
JOB BEING DONE BY THE ZBA AIDE, PAT GAGNE.PAT BRINGS A
PROFESSIONAL PRESENCE TO THE HER RESPONSIBILITIES AND OFFERS UP
VALUABLE INSIGHTS DURING THE BOARD MEETINGS.
AS WE ENTER THE NEW YEAR THE BOARD IS IN THE PROCESS OF
FILLING VACANCIES FOR ALTERNATE MEMBERS TO ASSIST IN THE





BUILDING ttND ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR'S REPORT
1994
This past ysBr^ has proveri to be as busy as 1993. Of the sixty-
five permits issued for New Sincjle Family Dwellings, thirty-nine
<39> we're in the Stonef'ord development. Thankfully we have gone
another year without seeing any mult i—family units. With interest
v^ates rising still, albeit slowly, 1995 will in all liklihood see
the same or fe^wer homes being built.
The electrical permits generally track the activity in building
permits as they did again this year. We have been fortunate to have
been able to observe a continuing improvement in the quality of the
electrical wov^k in town by contractors as well as homeowners, ft State
of New Hampshire Electrical license is required to do work in the
state unless it is done by the owner-occuBant_of_a_s_intil_e_f ami.ly
The Code Enforcement issue that once again has become a problem
is that of junk cars. Both town ordinance and state RSP^ restrict
the number of unregi stev^ed vehicles to only one per property.
1939 1990





P.O. Box 1756 • Sandown, NH 03873
Telephone (603) 887-3484
The first few months of 1994 kept the highway dept
.
busy with several snow storms and ice problems. Because of
cold temperatures we used more sand and salt than usual to
treat slippery roads. When the temperature is down around
twenty degrees or less, salt is not as effective. Because of
this the ice does not melt well and must be treated more
often
.
Once spring arrived we began our normal repairs and
maintenance. Due to the road rebuilding projects that have
been done in the past few years I found us spending a lot
less time and money patching pot holes. In 1993 we used about
120 tons of cold patch and in 1994 that number dropped to
around 70 tons.
When school ended for the summer we began our road
rebuilding (we start after school lets out so we don't
disrupt bus routes). This year we completed Sargent Road. It
was the final phase of a three year project. We then rebuilt
Chase Road. The two projects added up to a total of 5800' of
road that was dug up, graveled, and paved for a cost of
$135,000. It is my feeling that these types of projects need
to be done every year to keep our roads safer and less
expensive to maintain.
Throughout the year I get many questions about the
town's right-of-way along the roads. All new developments and
most of the older ones give the town a 50' R.O.W. (25' from
the center line of the road on both sides). This gives the
highway dept. room for snow storage and allows us to
maintain shoulders, ditches, and culverts without being on
private property. This area also provides utility companies a
place to install and maintain wires, poles, and under ground
services. Fences, walls, light posts, basketball hoops, and
other structures are not allowed in this area. On most of the
older roads the towns right-of-way is usually between the
stone walls that run parallel to the road, with the exception
of new subdivisions on existing roads. Generally tl;e
developer is required to deed over 25' from the center of the
road if the current R.O.W. is less than that.
As always if you have any questions feel free to call me
at home or work.
I hope you come to the town meeting in March to show






In 1994 the number of requests for abatement of taxes was
25. Of these, 7 were granted abatements (either from significant
deterioration of the property or due to an incorrect listing on
the record card). A few have applied to the state appeals board.
That board was able to settle some of the appeals originally
filed against taxes for prior years as well as some more recent
appeals. The decisions were about 1/3 in favor of the appellant
and 2/3 in favor of the town.
New Valuations
Again, reference to the building inspector's report will
indicate that a significant number of properties will have to be
assessed in 1995 (mostly single family units but some others).
These involve new structures, additions, alterations,
outbuildings and similar items. In addition to those, it is a
practice to review all property transfers. The total number is in
the 450 region.
Equalization Ratio
The towns' equalization ratio is 1.31 (vs 1.33 in 1994),
indicating a slight upturn in the market. This is the ratio of
property valuation to market value. Half of the properties are
greater than this and half less than this, with the majority
within +/- 137. of this number (the coefficient of dispersion, or
spread = 12.92)
The equalization ratio is the figure which is used to adjust town
valuations to conrparable values for fair sharing of the regional
school district expenses. It also indicates that property values
have decreased 317. since the revaluation in 1989. Note , however,
that i f property assessments were readjusted to make the
equalization ratio =1 that a property's tax would not change
since the tax rate would be increased by the same 317.. The taxes
a^re primarily determined by the amount of money to be raised for
school, county and town services and debt, while the amount for a
given property's share is determined by the assessed valuation.
Some Statistics
142 property sales were recorded in 1994. Of these 111
were "arms length" (willing buyer/will ing seller), 4 were
foreclosures, 18 sales by banks, and the rest were of other types
(inter-family, inter—business , court settlements).
Comment
As has been stated in previous reports, it is recommended
that property owners check the property records at the town hall





1994 BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT
First I would like to begin by thanking the members of the committee for their
hard work and long hours reviewing the 1995 Budget Requests. After a detailed
review, the Budget Committee is recommending an operational budget of
$1,144,096.00. This figure is $62,868.00 or 6% more than the 1994 approved
operating budget of $1,081,228.00.
A review of salary hne items and non-salary line items shows that the salary hne
items (including salary, unemployment insurance, worker's compensation, and
benefits) have increased $46,563.00 or 11.1% . A similar review of non-salary line
items shows an increase of only $16305.00 or 2.4% . The primary reasons for the
increase in the salary line items are:
1. Increase in the number of hours;
2. Increase in the pay rate;
3. Increase in payroll taxes and personnel benefits.
In addition to operating expenses, the Budget Committee also reviewed
Petitioned Warrant Articles for 1995. The amount of $477,170.62 was requested.
The Budget Committee recommended $403,670.62 that is $73,500.00 or 15.4%
less. The recommended amount for 1995 is also 19,409.14 or 4.8% less than the
1994 approved amount of $423079.76.
As for the future, the present Chair would recommend a review of the process
from which figures are gathered. The intent of this review would be to maximize
efficiency. In addition, the Town has come under budget consistently for the past
several years. The Selectmen and Department Heads are to be congratulated for
this. However, this occurrence should be review^ed to determine if further steps
could be taken to reduce the cost of Town Government
To conclude, I would like to thank the people of Sandown for providing me this
opportunity to assist w^ith this crucial Town business. Thank you.
Respectfully submitted,
Fred T. Daley, ChafT"







SANDOWN CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD
1994 ANNUAL REPORT
The Cable Television Advisory Board serves as a liaison
between Sandown cable television customers and Continental
Cablevision.
During the past year, the board has worked to stay informed
of new developments in cable TV. As part of our role as a
liaison between the Town and Continental, the Board
attended to several customer problems during the year.
In the realm of local television programming, a number of
locally produced programs are aired on Channel 48 and on
Educational Channel 30. These include Sandown Candidates
Night, the Annual School District meeting, school board
meetings, the Timberlane High School graduation, school
sports and musical events, and such feature shows as "How
To," "Fitness First," and "Sandown Today."
Due to the fact that local producers now share Channel 48
with the Continental -WMUR joint venture "CMUR," local
programs are assigned specific time slots. Currently,
"Sandown Today" and other special Sandown telecasts such as
the recent presentation on New Hampshire's E-911 and
Candidates' Night are seen regularly Monday and Thursday
evenings from 7 to 8 PM on Channel 48. Specific programs
will be announced in local newspapers.
Local shows are made by many volunteers, and to get more
residents involved Continental conducts hands-on training
in television production offered at no cost.
If you have a problem which with cable service which is not
resolved by Continental, a question about service or
programming, or if you are interested in getting involved




Tom Gainan, Chairman Al LaCroix















Equipment Repair and Maintenance
Strandell Power Equipment 95.30
Site Repair and Maintenance
Irving Bassett - Labor




Anyone interested in purchasing a cemetery lot, feel free to
contact any one of the Cemetery Trustees.
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report is correct to the best of our knowledge.
Carroll Bassett Frederick Stafford
David Drowne
Library Report - 1994
Sandown Public Library reports another successful year.
Library circulation and visits remained steady/ in spite
of a harsh winter that kept many residents indoors and caused
the Library to close several times.
In September/ Barbara Lachance resigned as Library Director
to pursue a library career at Merrimack College in North
Andover/ MA. Barbara worked for the Library for many years/
and implemented numerous improvements including the Library
addition and circulation automation. We wish her well.
Gayle Hutchins Tudisco/ the Assistant Librarian/ became Library
Director. Heidi Traeger joined the Library staff as the
Children's Librarian.
This year the Library began a series of adult programs
including an appearance by Rich Trethewey of This Old House/
a program on UFO's in New Hampshire/ a resume and interviewing
skills workshop/ and a lecture on Ghosts in New Hampshire.
Over 200 residents attended our programs.
Children's programming continued to be a vital component
of our services. Approximately 205 children registered for
our summer reading program "Go Undercover with Books /" and
492 children attended programs during the summer. As usual/
story hours were well attended in both the spring and fall/
with special storyhours offered throughout the year.
The Library Trustees continue their work on the endowment
fund. Donations to the fund in 1994 from townspeople/ present
and former trustees and memorial gifts totaled $14/075.
The Friends of the Library continue their efforts to
support the Library/ and funded Steve Ayotte's Magic is Fun
show/ Mrs. Claus/ prizes for the summer reading program/
the purchase of several audio tapes and plantings for landscaping.
They continue to run the book sale room/ and always welcome
new members. We thank them for their on-going support.
Museum passes to the Londonderry Children's Metamorphosis,
the Boston Museum of Science and the Concord Christa McAuliffe
Planetarium are available to all town residents. The passes
are possible through the generosity of the Sandown Mother's
Club/ the Friends of the Library/ and Jan and Gary Caron.
The Library makes every effort to have a well balanced
collection, and we want to remind you that if you don't find
what you need we can borrow it for you through the statewide
automated interlibrary loan system. We now have access to
Article Express/ a service provided by the New Hampshire
State Library/ that can provide residents with articles from
over 400 periodicals overnight.
On behalf of the Trustees and staff/ I thank all the
people who have volunteered at the Library during the year.
I also thank the residents of Sandown for their continued














Interlibrary Loan requests filled 382










Budgeted money $42 , 636 . 00
Income generating funds $ 1,955.42
Donations $11,482.77
Interest $ 927.87


























THIS IS THE WAY THE SANDOWN PUBLIC LIBRARY SAVED YOU MONEY
Readers borrowed 22/516 books in 1994
(§ $20.00 per book
Borrowing rather than buying saved people $450/320
The same for:
Patrons borrowed 1091 audio cassettes (§ $14.95 16/310
Patrons borrowed 694 video cassettes @ $19.95 $13/845
Patrons borrowed 1/698 magazines at average
newstand price of $2.95 $5/009
Story hour and summer reading programs
attracted approximately 970 children - value
at $1.50 per child $1/455
Programs - Lectures and workshops/ etc.
approximately 220 people at $3.00 $660
The library borrowed for patrons 382 books
from other libraries valued at $20.00 $7/640













In April of 1994, I received the New Hampshire Installer's license
by passing the State examination. I did this to aid me in under-
standing the State rules and to help me in conducting septic
system inspections.
I attended both the Spring and Fall Health Officers' meetings.
I also went to the workshop on Enforcement Issues for Health
Officers sponsored by the New Hampshire Municipal Association
in December of 1994.
The following list is a breakdown of inspections and reviews
that took place in 1994:
Plan Reviews 53
Test Pits/Perc Tests 34
New Septic Systems 32



















1994 was a very productive year for the Recreation Commission. As in years
past, the residents of the town have given their unbridled support and cooperation. For
this the Recreation Commision is grateful. Children as well as adults have benefited
from the programs offered by us. A number ofefforts by members of this commission
should be recognized.
We thank Kerry Cregg for her outstanding work in organizing the Karate classes
offered at the town hall. To date 350 children have graduated or are presently enrolled
in classes. These classes build and provide one with self esteem and a basis for self
defense. The adult Karate classes which we implemented this year drew 50 Sandown
residents. These classes fulfilled a need in our community and gave the attending adults
a sense of security that one needs in these trying times.
Heidi Traeger again organized the swim classes at Seeley Park. As in past years,
she did a terrific job and 90 children and their families benefited from her hard work.
During the summer months a herbicide was sprayed to eradicate the poison ivy along the
state highway abutting the beach property. In the fall, the shrubs were trimmed back
along the stairway and preparations were made for the surveying of the property. A
cellular phone was purchased for the lifeguards for emergency use. This phone is also
available for other town departments during offseason. We were fortunate again to have
a super lifeguard staffwho competently monitored the beach.
We would also like to thank Maryann Lister who joined us late in the year to fill the
responsibility for Jim Comerford who resigned.
In the fall of 1 994, an offer was made by Dave White & Sons Construction of
Sandown, for the total reconstruction of the Miller Recreation Area. The offer included
the construction of four ballfields and several soccer fields, two tennis courts, one
basketball court and a jogging track around the perimeter of the complex at no cost to the
community. Several organizations have shown interest and offered their financial
support. Several public meetings took place in 1994 and a warrant article regarding the
project will appear at the March 1995 town meeting.
Respectfiilly Submitted,





Paul Bertoncini, Selectman's Representative
64.
SANDOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT
TOWN REPORT FOR 1994
Sandown Police Department's commitment for a positive and co-operative direction has again been prevalent in
1994.
As our town grows so does police activity. Our arrest and conviction rate has increased this year.
We have continued to focus our efforts towards safety in our community. We have done this by both police
involvment in citizen awareness and education for our children. I have visited and spoken to several ofthe classes
at the Sandown Central School on safety issues and a Firearms Safety talk was presented to the Boy Scouts.
Our appUcation of federal funding has been a valuable asset offsetting budget constraints and offered us the
availabihty to focus on motor vehicle violations and D.W.I, arrests. In order to be accepted for this funding we
must show the state and federal government the need, analysis, solution and the anticipated results of highway
problems. This funding is based upon a set amount ofhours and money allocated for an officer to specifically
patrol for motor vehicle violations and D.W.I, offenses. These patrols have had a major impact on our roadway
safety. Our accident rate has decreased and our D.W.I arrests have increased.
Our emphasis on training for each officer was implemented again this year. The more familiarization with new
and existing laws, techniques and law enforcement research our officers receive reduces the prospect of Uability
issues for the town..
The merging of the Animal Control Division with the police department has proven to be very beneficial in
respect to faster, more efficient responses to flnimfll related incidents. We responded to 469 animal complaints in
1994.
Our Cadet Program is still going strong. It has increased in members and activities. Two of our youths attended
the Cadet Academy this year. The Cadet/Explorer Program is derived from the Boy Scouts ofAmerica and
focuses on youth interested in the field oflaw enforcement.
Our police station received a sprucing up. Members donated their time and elbow grease to clean and re-paint the
entire station. New rugs were installed. Our image ofprofessionalism not only includes a well attired uniformed
officer but also a clean and pleasant looking environment. Our personnel and our station are representations of
our town.
A Sincere Thank You to my officers for their team work, positive attitudes, professionaUsm and loyalty to their



































































In 1994, the number of fire calls only increased slightly.
As always, service calls and accidents made for a busy year.
The in-house training, as well as having a full-size house to
burn for training purposes, was a big big help to our training
program this past year
.
The school fire prevention programs have been expanded upon,
thanks to Engineer Dennis Giangregorio and Firefighter David
Cheney. The poster program in the Central School was a huge
success. The open house during Fire Prevention Week also
worked out well.
The new pumper that was purchased after the March town meeting
was placed into service on October 31, 1994. The pumper is
working out real well. With this latest addition, our equipment
will service the fire truck needs for the next 8 to 10 years.
We now have excellent fire fighting equipment and an excellent
group of firefighters. We can still use firefighters who are
available during the daytime hours.
We, in the Fire Department, have spent a lot of time this past
year working on the new E911 system that will go into effect on
July 5, 1995. Kevin Major has carried most of the load and we
thank him for that
.
Please check your smoke detectors regularly and remember - keep
your chimneys clean!










The Rescue Squad is fifteen members strong this year with
several others who are taking an EMT course in Danville this
spring. We meet the second Tuesday of every month to train
and go over business. We also attend classes throughout the
year to enhance our educational level.
We had a smooth transition as Chaulk Ambulance Service took
over coverage for our town. We miss Southern New Hampshire
Ambulance Service and thank them for their many years of
service
.
We had the privilege of welcoming in a Sandown resident this
year which earned several Rescue Squad members the Stork Badge.
We responded to over two hundred fire and rescue calls throughout
199A.
In order to provide a place to bring patients in out of inclement
weather, the Rescue Squad is asking for a new vehicle this year.
This will not normally be used as a transport vehicle but can
be used for this purpose if the need arises.
C.P.R. courses will be offered this year - if you're interested
in this or in becoming a member of the Rescue Squad, please
call 887-3606 and ask for Fred.
Thanks to all of the volunteers and their families who don't
mind them running out of the house at all hours of the day and







This summer I was qipointed the E91 1 LiaiscHi for Sandown. As you may know by now, the State of New
Hampshire will have E91 1 service for all of its towns by July 1995. My job is to see that Sandown is ready
for the cutovCT by acting as a liaison between the town and Granite Stale Telq)hone/NYNEX/and the NJL
Bureau ofEmergency CommunicatioDS.
Starting in July, if you need to contact Police/Fire/Rescue/Poison Control Center, you need only dial 911
from any non-cellular phone in N.H. E91 1 will allow the street address of that phone to show up on the
cranputCT screen of wie of two centralized dispatch locations for Nil That call will then be routed to an
aiq}ropriate localized dispatcher. If you can not speak, don't know where you are, etc. emergency
personnel will still be able to find you.
In order to make this system work, a database linking street address & number to phone number, needs to
be established. Currently the phone companies are attempting to use the phone book data base as a starting
point for matching up address with phone numbo'.
The first step toward E911 was establishing a formal list of street names for the town. Many roads in
Sandown have historical nick-names and multiple names. This had to be sorted out. Sandown also had
many street names that were similar to each other. (Le. streets with similar sounding names that are easy to
ccmfuse) This resulted in some changed street names. Some streets had to be renumboed to prevent
confusion. Major changes were:
• KiKKkwood Road (like Hawkewood Road) was changed to Country Acres Road.
• Sandy Lane (like Shady Lane) was changed to Griffin Hill Circle.
• Lake Ridge Avenue (like Lakeside Drive & Lakeview Ave) was changed to Hunt Pond Road.
• Tenney Road had its' south-west portion changed to Tenney Farm Road.
• The intersection of Tenney Road and Chase Road was moved to the 90 degree coiner.
• A road is yet to be named in the vicinity ofBrown Ave.
• Tacoma Drive is being considered for separation into two roads.
The changes, although inconvenient, will aide emergoicy response teams in finding you in an emergency.
The second step towards E91 1 was insuring all streets are numbered by some standard method. Sandown
was already in good shape in this area. Mr George Romaine has been working with me to keep this current
The third step is trying to look at the E91 1 database listing for each of your phones (all 1900 of them). So
far I've found that over 700 of them are incorrectly listed in the database. These 1 have fixed. I still have a
long way to go. Many of you need to get your phone number listed correctly in die telephone book. I can
not change telephone book listings.
Currently I am having trouble locating the addresses of people who have listed their phone book address as
either Sandown, NH. or RRl Sandown, N.H. This is particularly true of businesses. I encourage those
pet^le to contact me. Please give me the name your phone is listed to, and the street number & name where
you arc located. I'll sec that the E91 1 database gets updated.
This E911 Liaison job has been a labor of love for me. I truly feel that it will scnneday help someone. I
thank you all for your cooperation and understanding. If you have questions, please feel free to call me.
Kevin M. Major





This has been my first full year as the Sandown Emergency Management Coordinator and it's been a pretty
busy one. Below is a list of my 1994 accomplishments:
• Police Chief Currier has graciously explained to me the woridngs of the police department I
familiarized myself with the wwldngs of the Fire and Rescue Depts. by joining them.
• I have been developing a Sandown Eknergency Operations Plan that will provide (^rational
guidance far town resources in the event of an emergency. This working document will be brdcen into
annexes that address various emergency scenarios that Sandown could face. I am having some trouble
obtaining a computer on which I can efficiently develop and maintain this plan.
• The Sandown Emergency Operations Center (EOQ. has been established at the dispatch office of
the Fire Department.
• In February 1 had the Greater Manchester Red Cross survey the Sandown Central School as a possible
emergency shelter site. The Red Cross felt that the Central School would provide a very adequate
shelter. No generator exist on site, but this is not a shelter requirement, per the American Red Cross.
• A Red Cross Regional Shelter has been established at Timberlane Hi^ School/Ir High School. This
shelter can provide extensive facilities in the event of a mass shelter need. e.g. large seacoast evacuation
(I can't imagine what for?)
• This spring, per selectmens request, I researched how Sandown might join the
National Flood Insurance program. I provided them and the planning board with a history of why we
were not in the program, and what stq)s had to be taken to join the program.
• This summer 1 was asked to serve as the E-911 Liaison fw Sandown. Please see the separate report in
your town report
1995 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT GOALS
• Obtain a computer for combined use by Emergency Management/Fire/Rescue. This computer will be
used to: develop the Sandown Emergency Operations Plan; develop plans for atmual emergency
training exercises; maintain fire & rescue incident reportsAraining & immunization records/call sheets;
IHOvide a source of training for the Fire & Rescue pwsonnel. The computer would be housed at the
EOC.
• Complete the Sandown Emergency Operations Plan.
• Establish a Volunteer Emergency Sheltering team.
• Conduct an emergency sheltering exocise.
The State Office of Emergency Management often host ftee training on subjects such as major snow
stonns, hurricanes, sheltoing, hazardous materials, FEMA assistance,... Almost all of these training
programs are during the week days. My real job keeps me from taking advantage of these programs. I'd
invite anyone with some time to call me about being on a training list If a program is offered, I'll contact
you to see if you might wish to attend a course as the Sandown rejHcsentative. (any retirees?)
If you wish to become involved with Emergency Management planning or have any questions, please feel







We have exarnirted the financial statements of the funds and
accounts of the Town of Sandown, New Hampshire at December
31, 199A and for the year then ended. Our examination was
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and other such auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
The Town prepares its financial statements using accounting
principles which ar^B in conformity with the Uniform Municipal
Accounting System promulgated by the New Hampshire Department
of Revenue. These accounting principles differ in certain re-
spects from generally accepted accounting princi pies, the effects
of which on the accompanying financial statements have not been
quant if ied.
In our opinion, except for the effects on the financial state-
ments of the differences in accounting practices referred to
in the preceding paragraph, the financial statements mentioned
above present fairly the financial position of the funds and
accounts of the Town of Sandown, New Hampshire at December 31,
1994 and the results of operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied
on a basis consistent with that of the previous year.
Our examination has been made primarily for the purpose of ex-
expressing an opinion ori the financial statements, taken as
a whole. The supplementary information is presented for analysis
purposes and is not necessary for a fair presentation of the
financial information referred to in the preceding paragraph.
Carol Waterhouse Angela Sherwood February 14, 1995
71.
flUDITQFrS COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We found r:sll town officeti staffed by dedicated eniployeeE who
were very helpful and open to our suggestions. Overall, we
believe everything is running well.
Most town accounts ^r-e now on computer with manual books as a
backup. It is a matter of some concer-ri to us that the computer
system is not being used to its fullest potential. Most of the
people who use the system seem to struggle when using it. It is
our recommendation that a computer software specialist know-
ledgeable in Quicken and our other software packages be brought
in to train those who have access to the computers and to
solve the problem spots encountered. We believe this training
would be cost effective. The clerks would be able to make more
efficient use of their time and the reports would be in a format
showing the entire financial picture making it easier to under-
stand for all concerned. With cash receipts of 7.3 million
dollars and cash disbursements of 6.9 million in 1994, we
believe this is something that the Town of Sandown cannot afford
to neglect.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol Waterhouse & Angela Sherwood
Auditors Town of Sandown
72,
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54 ASSENZA, JOSEPH J.
57 ATANAS, EHANUEL
2104 ATKINS, ALVIN J.
2104 ATKINS, ALVIN J,
4091 ATWELL, BETTY M.
4037 AUBREY JR., ROGER
63 AUFIERO, KENNETH J,
4088 AUGER, MARC P.
4307 AUGUSTA, CHRISTINE M.
4567 AYAN, DAVID S,
4456 BADGLEY, BARBARA A.
4180 6A6NERA, EDUARD D,
71 BAILEY, WARREN I.
74 BAKER JR., FRED H.
76 BAKER, JOHN A.
585 BAKER, KAREN
75 BAKER, SHARON L,
79 BALDWIN, ROBERT U,
4222 BALESTRACCI , LISA «.
4038 BALKUS, MICHAEL A.
2780 BALL, STEVEN
83 BANGS, NORMAN U,




88 BARBOUR, JUNE «.
3567 EARCZAK, ROGER A.
4220 BARIL, DEAN 0.
89 BARNARD, HAROLD L,
4060 BARNES, GARFIELD J.
91 BARRETT, ELIZABETH R.
92 BARRY, WILLIAM J.
95 BARTLETT, CAROL A.
95 BARTLETT, CAROL A.
4244 BARTLETT, KATHLEEN H.
3473 BASSETT I HOLMES
3473 BASSETT i HOLMES
96 BASSETT, CARROLL L.
98 BASSETT, ELEANOR L.
98 BASSETT, ELEANOR L.
3121 BASSETT, EST. OF RAYMOND K.
3121 BASSETT, EST. OF RAYMOND K.
100 BASSETT, IRVING C.
102 BASSETT, JAMES C.
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3183 BLAIR JR.f ROBERT A.
4436 BLAISDELL, GEORGE F.
166 BLAKE, D. FREDERICK
166 BLAKE, E. FREDERICK
166 BLAKE, D. FREDERICK
166 BLAKE, D. FREDERICK
166 BLAKE, D. FREDERICK
4647 BLAKE, RAYMOND P.
168 BLANCHARD, DEBORAH E.
171 BLANCHETTE JR., RONALD
174 BLATNIK, FRANK
176 BLAUVELT, MERRILL H.
133 BOBRYK, ALEXANDER A,
184 BCEMARK CONSTRUCTION CO,
185 B060SH, ROBERT W.
187 B06RETT, DAVID R.
188 BOHNE, MICHAEL E.
192 BOLAND, HARY A.
194 BOLTON, JEFFREY A.
198 BONIN, JAMES A.
200 BOOSE, EMERY F, .
4275 BORGES, CHRISTOPHER F.
203 BOSIES, ROSE
4319 BOUCHARD, GARY
4743 BOUCHER, GERARD R.
4213 BOUCHER, JOSEPH R.





4005 EOUEN, JEAN E.
4005 BOUEN, JEAN E.
213 BOUIE, LEON A.
4293 BOWMAN, DANIEL J.
3857 BOYLE, ROBERT L.
219 BRAGG, ROBERT C.
220 BRANCA, MICHAEL J.
221 BRANCO, THOMAS
4253 ERANN, GLEN R.
3664 BRAYALL, RICHARD A.
226 BRENNAN JR., WILLIAM J.
227 BRENNAN TRUSTEE, MARJORIE A.
227 BRENNAN TRUSTEE, MARJORIE A,
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4123 BRENNAN, JOHN F.
228 BRETON, DEBORAH K.
4178 BRIDSON, GARY U.
230 BRIGGS, ROBERT H.
233 BRIG6S, STEVEN T.
234 ERIGHTMAN, JEAN K.
236 BRITTON JR., WILLARD W.
236 BRITTON JR., WILLARD U.
236 BRITTON JR., WILLARD U.
236 BRinON JR., WILLARD W.
949 BROMAN JR., HARRY E,
4600 BROHH, JOHN R.
3075 BROUALL, RONALD
241 BROUN JK., JOHN S.
2440 BROWN, ALBERT E.
4641 BROWN, ALEXANDER T. IV
247 BROWN, NORMAN R.
4400 BROUN, RICHARD A.
249 BROUN, ROBERT
250 BROWN, STEPHEN B.
252 BROUN, STEVEN A.
252 BROWN, STEVEN A.
254 BROWNE, EDWARD L,
257 BRUNELLE, KARL E,
259 BRUNO JR, RALPH A.
4898 BRYANT, WILLIAM
4276 BUCHANAN, CHRIS
263 BUCHIKOS, GEORGE J.
265 BUCKLEY, JAHES R,
267 BUCKLEY, KEVIN F.
3309 EUNDSINSKI, RONALD
272 BURBINE, PHYLLIS
2346 BURDEN, JAMES R.
4832 BURGESS, WILLIAM E.
2076 EURGOYNE, SHERRY E.
277 BURKE JR, JOHN P.
275 BURKE, DAVID
4242 BURNS, ALAN R.
4564 BURNS, CAREY C.
1136 BURNS, RICHARD E.
281 BUSSELL, STEVEN 6.
4518 BUTLER, LISA M.
282 BUTTS, JOAN
283 BYRON, AGNES H.
284 CABRAL, WILLIAM A.
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ACT* PROPERTY OWNER SER* MAP*
TITLE : PROPERTY INyENTORY MASTER LIST
[lATE : 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
i SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OUNER SER* MAP*
TOWN ;
TITLE : PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
DATE : 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
« SELECTED BY: ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER SER* HAP*
TOWN OF SANDOUN, N.
TITLE : PROPERTY INVENTOFiY flnSTER LIST
[lATE : 02/15/95 TftAKSFES CTL* -l?
TOWN OF SANTON, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY HAKE - TAXES F.OUHDED *
hUNICIPAL TAX BILlING SYSTEh
PAGE* 14
* SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY ilASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOUN OF SANDOUN, N.K.
SEQUENCED BY NAME - TAXES ROUNDED
MUNICIPAL TAX SILLING SYSTEn
PAGE* 15
t SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL» 49
TOUN OF SnNHOUN, N.H.
SEQUENCED P.Y NAhE - TAXES ROUNDED
(iUNICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEri
PAGE* 16
t SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES




PROPERTY INVENTORY f.ASTEFi LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN OF SAN'DOUN, N.H.
SEQOENCEIi BY NAHE - TAXES SOUNDED *
MUNICIPAL TAX oILLING SYSTEr,
PAGE* 17
t SELECTED BY: ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER SER* fiAP*
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY IfWENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/?5 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN OF SANDOUN, N.h.
SEQUENCED BY NAME - TAXES ROUNDED *
hUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PAGE* 13
« SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OUNER SER* flAP*
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INgENTORY MiiSTEft LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOUN CF SANDOUN, N.ri.
SEaUEHCED fiY NAhE - TAXES ROUNtED t
cyNICIFAL TAX BILLING 3YSTEH
RAGE* 19
t SELECTED 5Y: ALL PROPERTIES
ACT» PROPERTY O'JNER SER» m*
TITLE ! f'ROPERTY IfJVENTORY MASTER LIST
TITLE ; PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
DATE : 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN OF SANDOUN, N.H,
SEQUENCED BY NAfiE - TAXES ROUNDED
MUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEh
PAGE* 21
i SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER SEFi* rtAP*
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INv'ENTOftY FASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN or SANDGWN, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY NAhE - TAXEo ROijNDED
nUNICIPAL TAX BlL^iriG SYSTth
PAGE* 2:
* SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER 3ER* HAP*
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL» 49
TOWN OF SnNDOUN, N.n.
SEQUENCED fiY NAME - TAXES ROUNDED *
MUNICIPAL TAX EILLINb SiSTEM
PAGE* 23
t SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OUNER 3ER* MAP*
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LI
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL*
TO«N OF SANHOUN, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY NAME - TAXES RuUNDED *
MUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PAGE* 24
i SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES











4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC :il2 14 009-49
41i2 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 21:3 14 009-50
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2114 14 009-51
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2:i5 14 009-52











4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2117 14
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 1555 14
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2118 14
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2119 14

















4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2121 14 009-58
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2123 14 009-60
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2127 14 009-64
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 212S 14 009-65











4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2130 14 009-67
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2131 14 009-68
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2132 14 009-69
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2133 14 009-70











4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2135 14 009-72
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2136 14 009-73
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2137 14 009-74
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2163 05 014-02











4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2165 05 014-04
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2166 05 014-05
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2101 14 009-39
4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2102 14 009-40











4162 LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT INC 2105
1122 LEWIS JR., ALEXANDER F.
4843 LEWIS, RICHARD B.
1124 LEWIS, RICHARD P.
1126 LEWIS, ROBERT G.
3919 LINGAR, CHRISTOPHER L.
1134 LISTER SR., RICHARD V.
1132 LISTER, JAMES B.
3993 LITCHFIELD, JEFFREY L.
3993 LITCHFIELD, JEFFREY L.
3993 LITCHFIELD, JEFFREY L.
1139 LIZOTTE, NORMAND E.
1141 LOADER, RICHARD J.
1145 LOCKHART, MALCOLM C.
1147 LOCONTE, PATRICK J.
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOUN OF SANDOUN, N.H.
SEGUENCED BY NAhE - TAXES ROUNDED *
MUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEtt
PAGE* 25




PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL» 49
TOWN OF SANDOUN, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY NAhE - TAXES ROUNDED *
hUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PA6E» 26




F'ROPESTY Inventory fiflSTEft list
02/21/95 TRiiNoFEP, CTL» 49
TOWN OF SftrJDOUN, N.H.
5ECUENCEII BY NAnE - TAXES ROUHDED *
fiUNlCIPAL TAX BILLIKG SYSTEr.
FAGE* 1.7
f SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE ; FROPEhTY IWENTORT fiASTER LIST
JftTE : 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTLt 49
TOWN OF SMiOUN, N.K.
EGUEHCEIi BY NftriE - TrtXES ROLiNIiED x
Municipal tax billImg systec,
PAGE* 23
* SELECTED BY! ALL PROFESTIES
TITLE : fROPEftTY INVENTORY MSKR LIST
DATE ; 02715/95 TRAtiSFES CTLt 49
i SELECTED SY: ALL FROPERTIES
ACT* fROFERTV OUNErs 3ER* ,1AP*
TOyN
TITLE : PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
HATE ; 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
Tout; CF SANDCUN, N.H.
SEQUEHCED BY NArtE - TAXES ROUNDED X
iiUNICIPAL TAX SIllIHG SYSTEM
PAGE* 30
« SELECTED BY: ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER 3ER* nAP*
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY riASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
* SELECTED SY! ALL PROPERTIES




PROPERTY liWEKTORY fiASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* -t?
TOwfi OF SANHOWJ, N.H.
SEQUENCED Br NAriE - TrtXES ROUKDED *
« SELECTED DYI ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER
TITLE : PRCFERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
DATE ! 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTLt 4?
T01»N Or SANDOUN, N.ri.
3EauE;;cED by name - taxes rolinhed t
MUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PAGEt 33
t SELECTED BY; ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OUNER 3ER» MAP*
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INyENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN OF SANDOWN, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY NAttE - TAXES KOUHDEIi %
MUNICIPAL TAX BILLIfJG SYSTEh
.-AGE* 34
* SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OUNER 3ER* flAPt
TITL
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY rtASTEft LIST
02/15/95 TSANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN CF SAfJDOUH, N'.H.
SEQUEllCEIi BY NftHE - TftXES ROUNDED
KUNICIPAL TAX EIlIING
PAGE* as-
« SELECTED by: AlL PROPERTIES
TITLE ; fROFERTY IfJVENTCRY MASTER LIST
I^ATE : 02/13/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOUN OF SANDOUN, N.H.
SESLiEMCEIi BY NAME - TAXES ROUfiDED *
HUfJICIPAL TAX BILLING 5','ETEh
PAGE* 36
? SELECTED BY: ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OIJNER 3ER» iiAP*
TITLE
TATE
f'fiOPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* -19
TCUN OF SAKDOUN, N.H.
SEGUENCES BY NAME - TAXES RC'JNDED *
MUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PAGE* 37
* SELECTEIi SY!
TITLE ; PRCPESTY INVEN'TGf,^ MASTER LIST
DATE : 02/15/95 TKAHSFER CTL» 49
TOWN CF SnNI.OWN, N.H.
EOLENCEii BY NAhE - TAXES ROUNDcD t
nUNICIPAL TAX EILlING SYSTEr
PAGE* 33
t SELECTED BY; ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER SERt rtAPt
TITLE
DATE
fftOPERTY INVENTORY .riSTER LIST
02/15/95 TRAMSFER CTL* 49
TOWN OF SANDOUN, N.H,
SEQUENCED BY NAME - TAXES SOUNDED *
iiUNICIPAL TAX BILLIIvO SYSTEh
PAGE* i^




F'ROPERTY INyENTORi flASTEF; LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER ClL* 49
TOwN OF SiiNMUN, N.H.
EQUEMCED i1 HAtit - TAXES RCUNDED t
MUNICIPAL TnX dILI-ING
PAGE* 40
t selecteli by: all properties
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN OF SANDCUN, N.H.
SEQUENCED 'ii NAhE - TAXES RCyNDED t
fiUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEH
PAGE! 41
* SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES




PROPERTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTLt 49
TOWN OF saniioi;n, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY NAhE - TAXES ROUNDED t
nUNICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEri
PAGE* 42
* SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER
TITLE ; f-ROPERTY INVENTORY CASTER LIST
OfiTE : 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTLt 49
TOWN CF SANIiCUN, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY NAME - TAXES ROUNDE
nUNICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEri
FAGEt 43
i SELECTED BY! ALL PROPERTIES




PROPERTY INVE^iTORY MASTER LI
02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL»
TOWN OF SANDOUN, N.H.
SEQUEilCED PY NAME - TAXES ROUNDED «




ED by: ALL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY OWNER SER*
TITLE ; FRCFEftTY INVENTORY MASTER LIST
DATE : 02/15/95 TRANSFER CTL* 49
TOWN OF SANHOUN, N.H.
EQuENCED BY NAriE - TAXES ROUNDED t
riUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PAGE* 45
* SELECTED i'il ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OUNEft 3ER* MAP*
TITLE
DATE
fROPERTV INVENTORY fiASTER LIST
02/15/?5 TSAN3FES CTL» 49
TOUN CF SAf*[i3t;N, iN.rl.
SEQUENCED BY NAME - TAXES .^OuNDEH *
rtUNICIFnL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PAGE* A6
» SELECTED BY: ftL. PROPERTIES







STATE LOCATION AND KIND OF FIRE
DO NOT DELAY TO NOTIFY-
NO MATTER HOW SMALL THE FIRE
POLICE - DIAL 887-3222
